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GLUING PRINCIPLE FOR ORBIFOLD STRATIFIED SPACES
BOHUI CHEN, AN-MIN LI AND BAI-LING WANG
ABSTRACT. In this paper, we explore the theme of orbifold stratified spaces and establish a
general criterion for them to be smooth orbifolds. This criterion utilizes the notion of linear
stratification on the gluing bundles for the orbifold stratified spaces. We introduce a concept of
good gluing structure to ensure a smooth structure on the stratified space. As an application, we
provide an orbifold structure on the coarse moduli space Mg,n of stable genus g curves with
n-marked points. Using the gluing theory for Mg,n associated to horocycle structures, there is a
natural orbifold gluing atlas on Mg,n. We show this gluing atlas can be refined to provide a good
orbifold gluing structure and hence a smooth orbifold structure on Mg,n. This general gluing
principle will be very useful in the study of the gluing theory for the compactified moduli spaces
of stable pseudo-holomorphic curves in a symplectic manifold.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENTS OF MAIN THEOREMS
Assuming that we have the transversality for each moduli space of stable maps in a sym-
plectic manifold (X,ω) with a domain of a fixed topological type, the compactified moduli
space M g,n(X,A, ω, J) of stable maps in a symplectic manifold (X,ω) is usually a compact
Hausdorff space stratified by smooth orbifolds for a compatible almost complex structure J and
A ∈ H2(X,Z). This moduli space is an example of the so-called orbifold stratified spaces
in this paper, which is a disjoint union of locally closed smooth orbifolds indexed by a partial
ordered set. A topological orbifold structure on M g,n(X,A, ω, J) can be obtained (for exam-
ple, cf. [15]). Since then, there are further interests in study the smooth orbifold structure
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Mg,n(X,A, ω, J). There is a similar issue for other compactified moduli spaces arising from
geometric elliptic partial differential equations. The central part in the study of these moduli
spaces is the gluing analysis for the lower stratum. The motivational question is how much the
gluing analysis we need in order to obtain a smooth structure on the moduli space. In this paper,
we establish a general criterion for an orbifold stratified space to admit a smooth structure based
on the gluing theory.
Definition 1.1. An n-dimensional orbifold stratified space is a topological space M which
admits a stratification
M =
⊔
α∈S
Mα,(1.1)
a disjoint union of locally closed subspaces (called strata) indexed by a partially ordered set
(S,≺) such that
(1) The decomposition (1.1) is locally finite in the sense that each point x ∈ M has a
neighbourhood Ux such that Ux ∩Mα is empty except for finitely many α.
(2) Denote by Mβ the closure of Mβ in M . Then Mα ∩Mβ 6= ∅ ⇐⇒ Mα ⊂Mβ ⇐⇒ α ≺
β.
(3) For each α ∈ S, the stratum Mα has a smooth orbifold structure given by a proper e´tale
Lie groupoid
Mα = (M
1
α ⇒M
0
α),
that is, Mα is the orbit space of Mα, also called the coarse space of Mα.
(4) The top stratum of M is an n-dimensional smooth orbifold.
In this paper, we assume that M is compact and S is finite. Motivated by the gluing analysis
for the compactified moduli space, such as M g,n(X,A, ω, J), we propose a notion of linearly
stratified vector spaces and linearly stratified vector bundles in Section 2. A prototype of a
linearly stratified vector space is V = Cm with a stratification given by
V =
⊔
I∈S
V (I)
with respect to the naturally ordered power set
S = 2{1,2,··· ,m} = {I ⊂ {1, 2, · · · , m}}.
Here V [I] = {(t1, t2, · · · , tm)|ti 6= 0 ⇔ i ∈ I}, whose closure in V is a linear subspace
of dimension |I|. One could recover the topological structure or smooth structure on V by
identifying each linear tubular neighbourhood of V (I) in V with a normal bundle N(V (I)) of
V (I) in V . See Definitions 2.1 and 2.3 for precise definitions of linearly stratified vector spaces
and linearly stratified vector bundles. This notion of linear stratifications can be generalised to
an orbifold vector space (an Euclidean vector spaces with a linear action of a finite group) and
an orbifold vector bundles.
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In order to obtain a smooth orbifold structure on orbifold stratified space M with respect to a
finite partially ordered index set S, we first assume that the disjoint union
M =
(⊔
α∈S
M1α ⇒
⊔
α∈S
M0α
)
is a topological groupoid for simplicity. This assumption can be dropped in actual applications.
We introduce a gluing datum on M , see Section 2 for details, which briefly consists of
(1) an orbifold linearly stratified smooth bundle Glα −→ Mα with respect to the index set
Sα = {β ∈ S|β ≺ α}, called a gluing bundle for each α ∈ S;
(2) and a stratum-preserving strict groupoid homomorphism φα : Glα(ǫ)|U → M, called
a gluing map, for each open (full) subgroupoid U of Mα, here a metric y is chosen on
Gl
α(ǫ)|U, so the ǫ-neighbourhood of the zero section of Glα|U, is defined; moreover,
the gluing map is required to satisfy the following conditions:
(a) φα is a Morita equivalence of topological groupoids from Glα(ǫ)|U to the full-
subgroupoid generated by the image of φα in M;
(b) for each β ∈ Sα, the stratum-wise gluing map
φαβ : Gl
α(ǫ)|U → Mβ
is a Morita equivalence of Lie groupoids from Glαβ(ǫ)|U to the full-subgroupoid
generated by the image of φα in Mβ;.
(3) a collection of stratum-preserving smooth bundle isomorphism maps which preserve the
induced stratifications
Φαβ : N(Gl
α
β)→ Gl
β
that covers φαβ for any β ∈ Sα.
We remark that a Morita equivalence of proper e´tale Lie groupoid ensures that these
two Lie groupoids are locally isomorphic, hence define the same orbifold structure on
their coarse spaces.
Note that asGlα(ǫ)|U is a smooth orbifold bundle over a smooth orbifold U, the gluing datum
over U defines a smooth orbifold structure on the image of the coarse gluing map
|φα| : |Glα(ǫ)|U| → |M| =M.
A gluing atlas F of M is a collection of gluing data such that the images of all the coarse
gluing maps in F form an open cover of M . We show that a gluing atlas defines a canonical
topological orbifold structure on M . In order to achieve a smoothly compatible gluing atlas, we
further impose three conditions on a gluing atlas F in Section 2:
(i) F is closed under the induction for restriction maps and gluing maps;
(ii) F satisfies the sewing properties;
(iii) F satisfies an inward-extendibility condition.
The resulting atlas will be called a good orbifold gluing structure.
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The main theorem of this paper is the following canonical orbifold structure on orbifold
stratified space M equipped with a good orbifold gluing structure.
Theorem A (Theorem 2.22 and Remark 2.23) Let M be an orbifold stratified space with a good
orbifold gluing structure F , Then M admits a smooth orbifold structure such that each stratum
is a smooth sub-orbifold.
In practice, one could just assume that M is a disjoint union of smooth orbifolds indexed by a
partially ordered set. Then the topology on M can be obtained as a by-product of the underlying
gluing data where we drop the condition of homeomorphisms of gluing maps and replace it with
locally bijective maps on the set-theoretical level. This remark is particularly important when
in applications, we often encounter that the disjoint union(⊔
α∈S
M1α ⇒
⊔
α∈S
M0α
)
does not a priori form a topological groupoid. We have to replace this by a set-theoretically
Morita equivalent groupoid which admits a topological or smooth orbifold structure on M .
Another technical issue is how to achieve the inward-extension property in specific applications
such as in the study of Mg,n(X,A, ω, J). This is the main motivation to develop a general
principle for an orbifold stratified space, and will be addressed in a separate paper.
In the rest of the paper, as an application of Theorem A, we revisit the orbifold structure on
the coarse moduli space Mg,n of stable curves of genus g with n-marked points. The orbifold
structure on M g,n have been constructed by various method in algebraic geometry [2] [10]
[20] [18], and in differential geometry by [15] [30]. Our construction seems more like an a
posteriori treatment of the known orbifold structure on M g,n. Nevertheless the novelty of our
construction is to apply the horocycle structures at marked and nodal points to investigate the
gluing datum for M g,n. These horocycle structures satisfy the convex property which is vital to
get the inward-extendibility for a good orbifold gluing structure.
In Section 3, we give a preliminary review of some basics about the moduli space of stable
curves. We employ the universal curves over Teichmu¨ller space Tg,n to get an orbifold structure
on the coarse moduli space Mg,n. Proposition 3.9 is a well-known result about the orbifold
stratified structure on the compactified moduli space Mg,n with respect to a partially ordered
index set Sg,n of weighted dual graphs of type (g, n). We include a proof of this Proposition in
order to make this paper as self-contained as possible. In particular, we like to point out that
each stratum M[Γ] for [Γ] ∈ Sg,n admits a canonical proper e´tale groupoid M[Γ], but the disjoint
union ⊔[Γ]∈Sg,nM[Γ] does not have any topological structure.
In Section 4, we introduce a horocycle structure on a stable nodal Riemann surface C at a
special point p (a marked point or a nodal point). By a horocycle structure of C at a smooth
point p is a triple (y, δ, h), where y is a metric on the tangent space TpC, δ > 0 is a small
constant and h is a locally defined smooth map
h : TpC(δ) −→ C
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such that hp(0) = p and the differential of h at the origin is the identity operator. A hyperbolic
metric on the punctured Riemann surface obtained by removing these special points from C
defines a canonical horocycle structure on C. Horocycle structures used in this paper are small
perturbations of those canonical horocycle structure. We remark that the convexity property on
the collection of horocycle structures enables us to get a gluing atlas with the required inward-
extension property. In this section, we show that each stratum in M g,n, there exists a smooth
family of horocycle structures in the orbifold sense.
In Section 5, we employ the standard grafting construction to get a gluing atlas GL on M g,n
using the horocycle structures from Section 4. The main result of Section 5 is to show that GL
satisfies the inward-extension property. Then by Theorem A, M g,n admits a smooth orbifold
structure.
Note that Fukaya and Ono in [15]outlined a gluing argument to provide M g,n with a complex
orbifold atlas. Therefore, we don’t claim any originality of this result in this paper. What we
have done in some sense is to provide a full-fledge gluing theory for Mg,n which is applicable to
Mg,n to get a smooth orbifold atlas on M g,n. In particular, as we commented earlier, this good
gluing structure will be very useful in the study of gluing theory for the compactified moduli
space of stable maps.
2. SMOOTH STRUCTURES ON STRATIFIED ORBIFOLDS
In this section, we will establish a general criterion for an orbifold stratified space M to admit
a smooth structure. In fact, motivated by the gluing theory on various moduli spaces arising
from other geometric problems, we introduce the concept of gluing atlas on stratified space
M . When M admits a gluing atlas, it has a topological orbifold structure on M automatically.
In order to achieve the smooth compatibility we introduce the so called ”inward-extendibility”
condition (cf. Definition 2.10) on a gluing atlas. We call a gluing atlas with such extension
property a good gluing structure. The main theorem in this section is to establish Theorem A in
the Introduction, that is, M admits a smooth orbifold structure if it has a good gluing structure.
We begin with the manifold stratified space first, as the arguments for this case can be adapted
easily to orbifold stratified spaces.
2.1. Linearly stratified (Euclidean) spaces.
Let K be the ground field, like R or C. Denote K× = K\{0}. Given a linear K-vector
space V of dimension m with a fixed identification V ∼= Km given by coordinate functions
(t1, · · · , tm). on V associated to a basis.
Let N be the power set 2{1,...,m} with a partial order given by the inclusion. For any I ∈ N ,
we set
V [I] = {x ∈ V |ti(x) 6= 0⇔ i ∈ I}.
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Since V [I] ∼= (K×)|I|, we call it aK×-space. let V [∅] = {0} and V I = V [I]. Then V = V I×V Ic .
Here Ic is the compliment of I in {1, . . . , m}. The vector space V has a canonical stratification
V =
⊔
I⊂{1,2,··· ,m}
V [I](2.1)
with respect to the power set N in the sense of Definition 1.1.
The normal bundle of V [I] in V , denoted by N(V [I]), can be canonically identified with
N(V [I]) = V [I] × V I
c
.
With respect to the obvious inclusion N(V [I]) ⊂ V , the canonical stratification of V induces a
fiber-wise stratification on the vector bundle N(V [I])→ V [I].
With these preparations, now we introduce a notion of a linear stratification on a vector space.
Definition 2.1. Let V be a K-linear vector space of dimension m as above. We call it a linearly
stratified space with respect to a partially indexed set (S,≺) if V admits a stratification
V =
⊔
α∈S
Vα,(2.2)
with Vα =
(⊔
I∈Jα
V [I]
)
for Jα ⊂ N , such that for any α ∈ S, all elements in Jα have the
same cardinality. Denote by (V,S) the linearly stratified space V with respect to S. Given a
linearly stratified K-vector space (V,S), the group of all invertible linear transformation which
preserves the linear stratification is denoted by
GL(V,S) = {g ∈ GL(V )|g(Vα) = Vα, for any α ∈ S},
called the stratified general linear group of (V,S).
Note that the stratification (2.2) is completely determined by the partially index set S. The
following two conditions hold for (S,≺).
(1) 2{1,2,...,m} = ⊔α∈S Jα, that is, the collection of {Jα}α∈S for a partition of the power set
N .
(2) α ≺ β ⇐⇒ for any I ∈ Jα, there exists J ∈ Jβ such that I ⊂ J.
In the following discussion, it might be helpful to keep one example in mind, such as a linear
stratification on V = R2 with respect to S = {∅, {{1}, {2}}.
Given a linearly stratified space (V,S). Let N(Vα) be the component-wise normal bundle of
Vα in V , that is,
N(Vα) =
⊔
I∈Jα
N(V [I]).
As each N(V [I]) has an induced linear stratification given by
(N(V [I]))β = N(V
[I]) ∩ Vβ =
⊔
J∈Jβ ,J⊇I
V [J ] ⊂ Vβ,(2.3)
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with respect to Sα = {β|β  α}. This provides a fibre-wise linear stratification on vector
bundle
N(Vα) =
⊔
β∈Sα
(N(Vα))β
over Vα with respect to Sα with
(2.4) (N(Vα))β =
⊔
I∈Jα
 ⊔
J∈Jβ ,J⊇I
V [J ]
 .
It is easy to see that there exists a canonical map
(2.5) ταβ : (N(Vα))β → Vβ
given by the obvious inclusion (2.3) of each component in Vβ for I ∈ Jα. For simplicity, we
call a map of this type a component-wise embedding.
Lemma 2.2. Let (V,S) be a linearly stratified vector space and α ≺ β in S. Then the normal
bundle of (N(Vα))β in N(Vα) is
(2.6) N(N(Vα)β) =
⊔
I∈Jα
 ⊔
J∈Jβ ,J⊇I
N(V [J ])

with a caonical component-wise embedding
(2.7) τ ναβ : N(N(Vα)β)→ N(Vβ).
Proof. Let I ⊂ Jα and J ∈ Jβ, such that J ⊇ I , we have V [J ] ⊂ N(V [I]). The key fact for
this lemma is that the normal bundle of V [J ] in N(V [I]) is same as N(V [J ]). As (N(V [I]))β
consists of the disjoint union of V [J ] for J ∈ Jβ with J ⊇ I , this implies that the normal
bundle of (N(V [I]))β in N(V [I]) is given by the disjoint union of the normal bundle N(V [J ])
for J ∈ Jβ, J ⊇ I , that is,
N(N(V [I]))β =
⊔
J∈Jβ ,J⊇I
N(V [J ]).
Then (2.6) is an easy consequence of this identity. The canonical component-wise embedding
is also obvious. 
Definition 2.3. A K-vector bundle E over a smooth manifold X with fiber V is linearly strat-
ified if V admits a linear stratification with respect to a partially ordered index set (S,≺) such
that the structure group can be reduced to GL(V,S).
A metric y on V is compatible with the stratification in the sense that the coordinate function
V ∼= Km is with respect to an orthonormal basis. Then we can define
SO(V,S) = {g ∈ SO(V, y)|g(Vα) = Vα, for any α ∈ S}.
We may equip a linearlyly stratified vector bundle E with a compatible metric if the structure
group can be reduced from GL(V,S).
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From Definition 2.1, we know that a linearly stratified vector bundle E has a fiberwise linear
stratification with respect to (S,≺)
E =
⊔
α∈S
Eα.
Note that Eα is not a K-vector bundle as the fiber of Eα is only a K×-vector space. There is a
canonical bundle N(Eα) over Eα, the normal bundle of the inclusion Eα ⊂ E, with the induced
linear stratification
N(Eα) =
⊔
β∈Sα
(N(Eα))β
with respect to Sα. By Lemma 2.2 we know there is a component-wise embedding
(2.8) τ ναβ : N(N(Eα)β)→ N(Eβ).
Given two linearly stratified K-vector bundles E and F over X with the same index set
(S,≺), a bundle map φ : E → F is called strata-preserving if for any α ∈ S,
φ(Eα) ⊆ Fα.
Then one can check that the induced map on the normal bundles
φ : N(Eα)→ N(Fα)
is also strata-preserving.
2.2. Gluing principle for manifold stratified spaces. An m-dimensional manifold stratified
space is a topological space M which admits a stratification
M =
⊔
α∈S
Mα,(2.9)
a disjoint union of locally closed smooth manifolds (called strata) indexed by a partially ordered
set (S,≺) such that
(1) the dimension of its top stratum is m;
(2) the decomposition (2.9) is locally finite in the sense that each point x ∈M has a neigh-
bourhood Ux such that Ux ∩Mα is empty except for finitely many α;
(3) Mα ∩Mβ 6= ∅ ⇐⇒Mα ⊂Mβ ⇐⇒ α ≺ β.
We always assume that M is compact and S is finite. It is easy to see that
Mα \Mα ⊆
⋃
β∈Sα
Mβ
where Sα = {β|β ≺ α}. We set
Mα =
⋃
β∈Sα
Mβ
where Sα = {β|α  β}. Then Mα is a subspace of M that is stratified by Sα.
Motivated by the gluing theory for the moduli spaces of stable maps, we impose the following
conditions on the stratification (2.9).
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Condition A: (Existence of gluing bundles) For any α ∈ S, there is a linearly stratified smooth
vector bundle Glα over Mα with respect to Sα, write
Gl
α =
⊔
β∈Sα
Gl
α
β ;
moreover the dimension of Glαβ agrees with that of Mβ. This bundle is called the gluing bundle
over the strata Mα.
Remark 2.4. To be consistent, we allow α to be the maximum element in S, and then Glα =
Mα, the trivial bundle with zero dimensional fiber.
The linear stratification on Glα induces a linearly stratification on the normal bundle of Glαβ
in Glα with respect to Sβ , written as,
N(Glαβ) =
⊔
γ∈Sβ
(N(Glαβ))γ −→ Gl
α
β .
By Lemma 2.2, we know that there are canonical component-wise embeddings
τβγ : (N(Gl
α
β))γ → Gl
α
γ ; τ
ν
βγ : N((N(Gl
α
β))γ)→ N(Gl
α
γ ).(2.10)
For a linearly stratified vector bundle E with a compatible metric y, we denote its δ-ball
bundle by E(δ) for any δ > 0.
Definition 2.5 (Gluing datum). Let U be any open subset of Mα. By a gluing datum over U we
mean a metric yα on Glα|U , a stratified map (called a gluing map)
φα : Glα(ǫ)|U →M
α
for some constant ǫ > 0 and a collection of stratum-preserving smooth bundle isomorphisms
Φαβ : N(Gl
α
β)→ Gl
β
such that
(1) the image of φα is open and the map is a homeomorphism onto its image;
(2) φα is a stratified smooth map with respect to the induced stratifications, i.e, for any
β ∈ Sα, φα maps Glαβ(ǫ)|U to Mβ , we denote this map by
φαβ : Gl
α
β(ǫ)|U → Mβ,
then φαβ is a diffeomorphism onto its image;
(3) the bundle isomorphism Φαβ covers φαβ in the sense that the diagram
N(Glαβ)

Φα
β
// Glβ

Gl
α
β(ǫ)|U
φα
β
// Mβ
commutes.
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We simply denote this gluing datum over U by
(U, yα, ǫ, φα,Φα := {Φαβ}β∈Sα)
a gluing datum over U .
Definition 2.6. Let GL(M) be the collection of all gluing data. Let F be a subset of GL(M).
We call F a gluing atlas of M if the image of the gluing maps in F forms an open cover of M .
Theorem 2.7. Suppose that a manifold stratified space M has a gluing atlasF . Then M admits
a canonical topological manifold structure defined by F .
Proof. Note that given a gluing datum
(U, y, ǫ, φα,Φα)
the map
φα : Glα(ǫ)|U →M
α
gives a manifold topological structure on the image of φα, since Glα(ǫ)|U is a (smooth) man-
ifold. For any point xα ∈ Mα there exists a small neighborhood Uα that is proper in Mα, an
induced gluing datum (Uα, y, ǫ, φα,Φα) from a gluing datum in F by restriction to Uα. More-
over, Uα can be chosen such that Glα(ǫ)|Uα is trivial over Uα and is homeomorphic to Rm.
Then
φα : Glα(ǫ)|Uα → M
α ⊂M,
defines a coordinate chart for a neighborhood Uxα = φα(Glα(ǫ)|Ua) of xα in M , denoted by
ψxα = (φ
α)−1 : Uxα −→ Gl
α(ǫ)|Uα ∼= R
m.
So locally we have a topological manifold structure on M . The transition functions
ψxα ◦ ψ
−1
yβ
: ψyβ(Uxα ∩ Uyβ) −→ ψxα(Uxα ∩ Uyβ)
on overlaps Uxα ∩ Uyβ for any y ∈ Mβ are homeomorphisms of open subsets of Rm, as each
gluing map is a homeomorphism onto its image. Therefore, M has a canonical topological
manifold structure. 
The next condition is motivated by standard gluing theory for moduli spaces.
Condition B: (Existence of gluing data). For any α ∈ S and any proper open subset U ⊂Mα
there exists a gluing datum over U .
It is clear that Condition B implies trivially the existence of gluing atlas.
Now we come to the smooth structure on M which would follow if we have a C∞-compatible
gluing atlas in the sense that all the transition functions ψxα ◦ψ−1yβ in the proof of Proposition 2.7
are diffeomorphsims of subsets of Rm. We begin with the following observations for GL(M).
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(i) (Induction for restriction maps) Suppose that (U, yα, ǫ, φα,Φα) is a gluing datum, then
for any open subset U ′ ⊆ U and 0 < ǫ′ ≤ ǫ, by taking the restriction of maps we have
an obvious induced gluing datum (U ′, yα, ǫ′, φα,Φα). Clearly, two coordinate charts are
C∞-compatible if one of their associated gluing datum is obtained from the restriction
of the other gluing datum.
(ii) (Induction for gluing maps) Suppose that α ≺ β be a pair in S, let
(U, y, ǫ, φα,Φα)
be a gluing datum over U ⊂ Mα. Fix any β ∈ Sα, and let D(α, β) and R(α, β) be
the domain and image of φαβ . Then for any proper open subset Uβ ⊂ R(α, β) we have
gluing data over Uβ defined as the following. Note that
Φαβ : N(Gl
α
β)→ Gl
β
is a bundle isomorphism covering
φαβ : D(α, β)→ R(α, β).
The metric y on Glα induces a metric on N(Glαβ). Under the bundle isomorphism Φaβ,
we get a metric on Glβ|R(α,β) denoted by yβ. Define
ψ : Glβ|R(α,β)
(Φα
β
)−1
−−−−→ N(Glαβ)|D(α,β)
τ
−→ Glα
to be the composition of (Φαβ)−1 and the canonical component-wise embedding τ . We
can choose ǫ′ small enough such that
ψ : Glβ(ǫ′)|Uβ → Gl
α(ǫ)|U
is in fact an embedding. Set
(2.11) φβ = φα ◦ ψ, Φβγ = Φαγ ◦ ψ.
Then (Uβ , yβ, ǫ′, φβ,Φβ) is a gluing datum over Uβ . It is also easy to check that two
coordinate charts are C∞-compatible if one of their associated gluing datum is obtained
by the induction for the gluing map in the other gluing datum. This follows from the
fact that, under the canonical component-wise embeddings τβγ and τ νβγ in (2.10), we
have
(2.12) φα = φβ ◦ Φαβ , Φαγ = Φβγ ◦ Φαβ .
for α ≺ β ≺ γ in S.
(iii) (Sewing property) Let
(Uk, yk, ǫk, φ
α
k ,Φ
α
k ), k = 1, 2
be two gluing data, where U1 and U2 are both open subsets of Mα. We say that they
coincide if, on the intersection domain V = U1 ∩ U2,
• y1 = y2 on Gl
α|V ; and
• φα1 = φ
α
2 ,Φ
α
1 = Φ
α
2 on common domains.
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Given such a pair, it is obvious that we can sew them together to get a new gluing datum
over U = U1 ∪ U2:
• y1 and y2 together yield a metric y on Glα over U ,
• take ǫ < min(ǫ1, ǫ2),
• the gluing map φα and the bundle isomorphisms {Φαβ} are defined in an obvious
way.
Such a gluing datum over U = U1 ∪ U2 is called a sewed gluing datum of the two
coincided data.
Motivated by this sewing property, we introduce the inward-extendibility condition for gluing
data over boundary-type open subsets.
Definition 2.8. For a stratum Mα, we say that an open subset U ⊂ Mα is of boundary-type if
Mα \ U is closed in M¯α.
Lemma 2.9. Denote M¯α \Mα by ∂Mα. Suppose U is an open subset of Mα. Then U is of
boundary-type if and only if U ∪ ∂M is open in M¯α.
Proof. Note that Mα \U = M¯α \ (U ∪ ∂M). Then the lemma is a consequence of this fact. 
Definition 2.10. Let A := (U, y, ǫ, φα,Φα) be a gluing datum over a boundary-type open subset
U ⊂Mα. We say that a gluing datum over Mα
A˜ := (Mα, y˜, ǫ˜, φ˜
α, Φ˜α)
is an inward-extension of A if there exists a boundary-type open subset U ′ ⊂ U such that A
agrees with A˜ over U ′.
Definition 2.11. A gluing atlas F is called a good gluing structure of M if F satisfies the
following conditions:
(i) F is closed under the induction for restriction maps and closed under the induction for
gluing maps;
(ii) F satisfies the sewing property in the sense that if F has a pair gluing data over open
subsets of a stratum of M which coincide over their intersection, then their sewed datum
is also in F .
(iii) any boundary-type gluing datum in F has an inward-extension in F .
Condition C: (Existence of a good gluing structure) There exists a good gluing structure F
in GL(M) for the manifold stratified space M .
The following lemma implies that the C∞-compatibility condition can be checked by apply-
ing the induction for gluing maps. The proof follows directly from the C∞-compatibility under
the induction for gluing maps.
Lemma 2.12. Two coodinate charts associated to gluing data
(2.13) (Uαk , yαkk , ǫαk , φαk ,Φαk)
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over Uαk for k = 1, 2 are C∞-compatible if for any β ∈ Sα1 ∩ Sα2 their induced gluing data
obtained from the induction for gluing maps agrees over the common domain.
Definition 2.13 (Gluing-compatibility). Two gluing data
(Uαk , y
αk , ǫαk , φαk ,Φαk)
over Uαk for k = 1, 2 are said to be gluing-compatible if for any β ∈ Sα1 ∩ Sα2 , any their
induced gluing data on the common domain in Mβ by gluing maps agree.
We finally come to the conclusion that a gluing atlas F (Cf. Definition 2.6) for M defines a
canonical smooth structure on M if any pair in F is gluing-compatible.
Theorem 2.14. Suppose that M admits a good gluing structure F . Then there exists a partic-
ular gluing atlas
G := {Aα = (Mα, y
α, ǫα, φα, {Φαβ}β∈Sα)}α∈S ⊂ F
such that any pair in G are gluing-compatible.
Proof. We first introduce subsets S1,S2, . . . of S inductively by letting Sn consist of all smallest
elements in
S \
⋃
k<n
Sk.
Here we assume that S0 = ∅. Write
(2.14) S = S1 ∪ · · · ∪ SK .
We will construct a collection gluing datum
{A(k)α = (Mα, y
α, ǫα(k), φ
α,Φα)|α ∈
k⋃
i=1
Si}
by applying an induction argument to k satisfying the following properties:
(I) any pair A(k)α and A(k)β are gluing-compatible;
(II) for any incomparable indices α and β
(2.15) R(k)(φα) ∩R(k)(φβ) ⊂
⋃
γ∈Sα∩Sβ
R(φγ).
Here R(k)(φα) is the image of the gluing map φα in A(k)α and Sα is defined to be {γ|γ 
α}. Though the domains of φα in A(k)α depend on k (due to the changes of ǫα(k)), the maps
are same on common domains. Hence we simply denote it by φα without indicating k.
Step 1 (k = 1). Note that any α ∈ S1, Mα is compact and any two of {Mα|α ∈ S1} are disjoint.
Choose an arbitrary gluing datum
A(1)α := (Mα, y
α, ǫα(1), φ
α,Φα)
with small enough ǫα(1) such that R(φα) ∩ R(φβ) = ∅. Hence, {A
(1)
α |α ∈ S1} trivially satisfies
the properties (I) and (II).
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Step 2 (k = 2). For any α ∈ S2, by the induction for the gluing maps, the gluing data {A(1)γ |γ ∈
S1} induce a gluing datum over
Uα =
⋃
γ≺α
R(φγα) ⊂Mα.
We denote it by
Bα = (Uα, y, ǫ, φ˜
α, Φ˜α)
for some small ǫ. Clearly, Uα is a boundary-type open subset of Mα. Then by the assumption
that F is a good gluing structure, Bα has an inward-extension, denoted by
A(2)α = (Mα, y
α, ǫα(2), φ
α,Φα)
such that it coincides with Bα over some boundary-type open subset Vα of Uα.
Next we need do some modifications on existing gluing data {A(2)α |α ∈ S1 ∪ S2} as follows.
(1) For any γ ∈ S1 we replace ǫγ(1) by smaller ǫγ(2) such that the image of the gluing mp φγα
is a open subset of Vα for α ∈ S1 ∪ S2;
(2) we may downsize ǫα(2), for example, ǫα(2) ≤ 12 minγ∈S1 ǫγ(1), such that (2.15) holds for any
incomparable pair in S2.
We now verify that any two gluing data A(2)α and A(2)β are gluing-compatible:
(1) if α and β are comparable, say α ≺ β, then the induced gluing datum from A(2)α is over
a subset of Vβ and it coincides with A(2)β by the construction;
(2) if α and β are incomparable and Sα ∩ Sβ = ∅, then two gluing data are trivially com-
patible due to (2.15);
(3) if α and β are incomparable and Sα ∩ Sβ 6= ∅, then the image of φα and φβ are covered
by images of φγ of γ ∈ Sα,β , but both A(2)α and A(2)β are gluing-compatible with A
(2)
γ ,
this implies that they are gluing-compatible with each other.
Step 3 (general case). Now suppose that A(k)α for all α in S1, . . . ,Sk are constructed. We
proceed to construct A(n+1)α for all α ∈ Sk+1 by repeating the same construction as in Step 2.
That is, for any α ∈ Sk+1, the gluing data {A(1)γ |γ ≺ α} defines a boundary-type gluing over a
subset in Mα. The inward-extension condition supplies us with a gluing datum
A(k+1)α = (Mα, y
α, ǫα(2), φ
α,Φα).
Then as in Step 2, we modify ǫα(k) to a suitable ǫα(k+1) for α in S1, . . . ,Sk and get an updated
{A(k+1)α } satisfying both (I) and (II).
Since S is finite, such a procedure will terminate in finite steps. Hence, we get a required
gluing atlas as in the Theorem. 
Remark 2.15. Let G be the collection of gluing data given in Theorem 2.14. Then all the bundle
isomorphisms Φαβ in G are isometric.
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2.3. Gluing theorem for orbifold stratified spaces.
In this subsection, we generalise the results in previous subsections to orbifold stratified
spaces. We employ the language of proper e´tale groupoids to describe topological and smooth
orbifold following the definition of proper e´tale groupoids as in [8, Definition 2.6]. For readers’
convenience, we recall the definitions of Lie groupoid, proper e´tale groupoids and vector bun-
dles over Lie groupoids from [8]. Topological groupoids and vector bundles over topological
groupoids can be defined in a similar way.
Definition 2.16. (Lie groupoids and proper e´tale groupoids) A Lie groupoid G = (G0, G1)
consists of two smooth manifolds G0 and G1, together with five smooth maps (s, t,m, u, i)
satisfying the following properties.
(1) The source map and the target map s, t : G1 → G0 are submersions.
(2) The composition map
m : G[2] := {(g1, g2) ∈ G
1 ×G1 : t(g1) = s(g2)} −→ G
1
written as m(g1, g2) = g1 ◦ g2 for composable elements g1 and g2, satisfies the obvious
associative property.
(3) The unit map u : G0 → G1 is a two-sided unit for the composition.
(4) The inverse map i : G1 → G1, i(g) = g−1, is a two-sided inverse for the composition.
In this paper, a groupoid G will be denoted by G = (G1 ⇒ G0) where G0 will be called the
space of objects or units, and G1 will be called the space of arrows. A Lie groupoid G is proper
if (s, t) : G1 → G0 × G0 is proper, and is called e´tale if s and t are local diffeomorphisms.
Given a proper e´tale groupoid (G1 ⇒ G0), for any x ∈ G0,
Gx = (s, t)
−1(x, x) = s−1(x) ∩ t−1(x)
is a finite group, called the isotropy group at x.
Remark 2.17. Let G = (G1 ⇒ G0) be a proper e´tale Lie groupoid.
(1) We remark that G1 defines an equivalence relation on G0: that is, any two points in G0
are equivalent if they are the source and target of an arrow in G1. The quotient space
G0/ ∼ is denoted by |G| and is called the coarse space of G. Let π : G0 → |G| be the
projection map. There is a canonical orbifold structure on |G| defined by G.
(2) In this paper, when we say that U = (U1 ⇒ U0) is an open full-subgroupoid of G if it
is of the form
U0 = π−1(V ), U1 = s−1(U0),
for an open subset of V of |G|. For example, given any open subset U ⊂ G0 we can
associate it an open full-subgroupoid U by setting
U0 = π−1(V ), U1 = s−1(U0),
where V = π(U).
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(3) Let x ∈ G0, there is a Gx-invariant open neighbourhood of x in G0 such that the full-
subgroupoid associated to Ux is Morita equivalent to the action groupoid
Ux ⋊Gx ⇒ Ux.
This latter action groupoid is called a local model of G at x ∈ G0. Recall that for
proper e´tale Lie groupoids, a Morita equivalence means that their coarse spaces are
homeomorphic and their local models are isomorphic.
Proposition 2.18. Given a Lie groupoid G = (G1 ⇒ G0), a Lie groupoid E = (E1 ⇒ E0) is a
vector bundle over G if and only if there is a strict Lie groupoid morphism π : (E1 ⇒ E0) →
(G1 ⇒ G0) given by the commutative diagram
E1

π1 // G1

E0
π0
// G0
(2.16)
in the category of Lie groupoids with strict morphisms, such that
(1) the diagram (2.16) is a pull-back groupoid diagram,
(2) both π1 : E1 → G1 and π0 : E0 → G0 are vector bundles.
(3) the pull-back arrows
{(vx, γ, vy)|γ ∈ G
1, (vx, vy) ∈ Es(γ) ×Et(γ)}
define a linear isomorphism ξ(γ) : Es(γ) → Et(γ) sending vx to xy.
We say that (E1 ⇒ E0) is linearly stratified if E1 and E0 are linearly stratified such that
the commutative diagram (2.16) preserves the linear stratifications, and moreover, the pullback
arrows in Proposition 2.18 is a stratum preserving isomorphism, or simply, the arrows in E1
preserve the linear stratification on E0.
Now we consider an orbifold stratified space as Definition 1.1
M =
⊔
α∈S
|Mα|,
where Mα = (M1α ⇒M0α) is a proper e´tale Lie groupoid. Denote
M = (M1 ⇒M0) =
(⊔
α∈S
M1α ⇒
⊔
α∈S
M0α
)
.
We assume that M is a proper e´tale topological groupoid and both M0 and M1 are manifold
stratified spaces with respect to S. We can adapt all the arguments for manifold stratified spaces
to orbifold stratified spaces.
Condition A’ (Existence of orbifold gluing bundles) For any α ∈ S, there is a linearly strati-
fied smooth orbifold vector bundle
Gl
α = (Gl1,α ⇒ Gl0,α)→ Mα = (M
1
α ⇒M
0
α)
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with respect to Sα = {β|α  β}, such that for i = 1, 2, Gli,α → M iα is a gluing bundle for the
manifold stratified space M iα. This bundle is called the orbifold gluing bundle over the strata
Mα.
We can equip the gluing bundle Glα with a compatible smooth metric yα so that for any ǫ > 0,
the open ǫ-ball bundle of Glα with the induced stratification. Set Sα = {β|β ≺ α}. Let
M
α =
⋃
β∈Sα
Mβ
where Sα = {β|α  β}.
Definition 2.19. Let U = (U1 ⇒ U0) be any open full-subgroupoid of Mα. A gluing datum
over U consists of a metric y = (y0, y1) on Glα|U and a gluing map φα : Glα(ǫ)|U → Mα given
by a strict morphism of topological groups
(φ1,α, φ0,α) : (Gl1,α(ǫ)|U1 ⇒ Gl
0,α(ǫ)|U0)→ (M
1,α
⇒M0,α)
for some constant ǫ > 0 such that φi,α, for i = 0, 1, are gluing maps for M i, namely,
(1) the image of φi,α is open and the map φi,α is a homemorphism onto its image in the
sense of topological groupoids;
(2) the map φα is a stratified smooth map with respect to the stratification, i.e, for any
β ∈ Sα, φα maps Glαβ(ǫ)|U to Mβ, we denote this map by
φαβ : Gl
α
β(ǫ)|U → Mβ;
then φαβ is an isomorphism onto its image in the sense of Lie groupoids (cf. Remark
2.20);
and a collection of stratum-preserving smooth bundle isomorphism maps which preserve the
induced stratifications
Φαβ : N(Gl
α
β)→ Gl
β
that covers φαβ for any β ∈ Sα in the sense that the diagram
N(Glαβ)

Φα
β
// Glβ

Gl
α
β(ǫ)|U
φα
β
// Mβ
commutes in the category of Lie groupoids and strict morphisms. We denote this gluing datum
over U by
(U, ρ, ǫ, φα, {Φαβ}β∈Sα).
Remark 2.20. Let Ri(α, β) be the image of φi,αβ , i = 0, 1 and |R(α, β)| be the image of |φαβ | (the
coarse map of φaβ). Then
R(α, β) = (R1(α, β)⇒ R0(α, β))
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is the full subgroupoid associated to an open subset |R(α, β)| of Mβ. Then φαβ , being an iso-
morphism onto its image in the sense of Lie groupoids, is a strict Lie groupoid isomorphism
(2.17) Glαβ(ǫ)|U ∼= R(α, β).
This is equivalent to say that the maps φα,0β and φ
α,1
β are diffeomorphisms onto its images in M0β
and M1β respectively.
Parallel to the manifold stratified case, we assume Condition B’ and Condition C’.
Condition B’: (existence of gluing data) For any α ∈ S and any proper open subset U ⊂ Mα
there exists a gluing datum over U.
One can also define a good orbifold gluing structure F for an orbifold stratified space as
follows.
Definition 2.21. A good orbifold gluing structure F for an orbifold stratified space M is a
collection of gluing data satisfying the following conditions:
(i) the image of coarse gluing maps associated to F forms an open cover of M ;
(ii) F is closed under the induction for restriction maps and closed under the induction for
gluing maps;
(iii) F satisfies the sewing property in the sense that if F has a pair gluing data over open
fullgroupoids of a stratum of M which coincide over their intersection, then their sewed
datum is also in F .
(iv) any boundary-type gluing datum in F has an inward-extension in F .
Condition C’ (Existence of good orbifold gluing structure) There exists a good orbifold
gluing structure F for the orbifold stratified space M .
We remark that a good orbifold gluing structure for the orbifold stratified space M provides
good gluing structures for manifod stratified spaces M0 andM1. The following theorem implies
Theorem A in the Introduction. The proof is to apply the same arguments in the proof of
Theorem 2.14 to good gluing structures to M0 and M1 such that M1 ⇒ M0 is a proper e´tale
groupoid.
Theorem 2.22. Suppose that the orbifold stratified space M has a good orbifold gluing struc-
ture F , then there exists a particular gluing data
G = {Aα = (Mα, y
α, ǫα, φ
α,Φα)|α ∈ S} ⊂ F
such that any pair in G are gluing-compatible, hence, C∞-compatible.
Remark 2.23. Using the language of proper e´tale Lie (or topological) groupoids to describe
smooth (or topological) orbifolds, the correct notion of morphisms between two groupoids
should be generalised morphisms in the sense of [19] instead of strict morphisms, and gen-
eralised isomorphisms instead of strict isomorphisms. Recall a generalised morphism between
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two proper e´tale Lie groupoids G = (G1 ⇒ G0) and H = (H1 ⇒ H0), denoted by
G //❴❴❴ H,
is given by a covering groupoid G[U ] of G associated to an open cover U = {Ui} of G0, together
with a strict morphism
G[U ] −→ H.
Here the covering groupoid G[U ] is defined to be
G[U ] = (
⊔
i
G
Uj
Ui
⇒
⊔
i
Ui)
where GUjUi = {g ∈ G
1|s(g) ∈ Ui, t(g) ∈ Uj} with the obvious source map and target map to Ui
and Uj respectively. There is an obvious strict morphism
G[U ] −→ G
which is a strong equivalence. A generalised isomorphism (also called a Morita equivalence) is
a generalised morphism such that the associated strict morphism G[U ] → H is a local isomor-
phism which induces a homeomorphism between |G| = |G[U ]| and |H|.
Note that this notion of generalised morphisms and generalised isomorphisms makes sense
for proper e´tale topological groupoids. With this understood, then we can proceed to define
a good orbifold gluing structure as the induction for restriction maps, the induction for gluing
maps, the sewing property, and the inward-extendibility condition can be carried over accord-
ingly. Moreover, the proof of Theorem 2.14 can adapted to get a smooth structure for an orbifold
stratified space with a good orbifold gluing structure in the category of proper e´tale groupoids
with morphisms given by generalised morphisms.
As remarked in the introduction, the disjoint of proper e´tale Lie groupoids
M =
(⊔
α∈S
M1α ⇒
⊔
α∈S
M0α
)
often does not admit a topologica groupoid structure, as we shall see in the Deligne-Mumford
moduli spaces of stables curves. The ultimate goal is still to construct a C∞-compatible orbifold
gluing atlas. We need to resolve the issue of both⊔
α∈S
M1α and
⊔
α∈S
M0α
have no topological structure. We remark that orbifold gluing bundles still make sense, but
gluing maps in Definition 2.19, such as
φα : Glα(ǫ)|U //❴❴❴ Ma,
don’t make sense as Ma is not a topological groupoid. We point out that the stratum-wise gluing
map
φαβ : Gl
a
β(ǫ)|U //❴❴❴ Mβ
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as a generalised isomorphism onto its image is well-defined. We can just treat the gluing map
φα : Glα(ǫ)|U //❴❴❴ Ma,
as a generalised isomorphism on the level set-theoretical groupoids. That is, a generalised
morphism from a proper e´tale Lie groupoid G to a groupoid H (not necessarily a topologial
groupoid) is given by a covering groupoid G[U ] and a strict morphism from G[U ] to H as a
set-theoretical groupoid. A generalised isomorphism from a proper e´tale Lie groupoid G to a
groupoid H is a generalised morphism such that the associated strict morphism G[U ] → H is
locally bijecitve and induced a bijective map from the topological space |G[U ] to a point-set |H|.
Then the notion of good orbifold atlases still makes sense as inductions for restriction maps,
inductions for stratum-wise gluing maps, sewing property, the inward-extendibility condition,
gluing compatibility condition still make sense. This is due to fact that all these notions only
involve smooth structures on the domain groupoids such as Gla. We can then proceed to es-
tablish Theorem 2.22 even though the disjoint of proper e´tale Lie groupoids {Mα}α∈S is not a
topological groupoid. We still achieve a smooth orbifold on the orbifold stratified space M with
its orbifold groupoid
⊔
α∈S Gl
a(ǫ) obtained from the particular gluing atlas
G = {Aα = (Mα, y
α, ǫα, φ
α,Φα)|α ∈ S}
We shall explain how this can be done for the Deligne-Mumford moduli spaces of stable curves.
3. MODULI SPACES OF STABLE CURVES AS ORBIFOLD STRATIFIED SPACES
This section is mostly a review of moduli spaces of stable curves.
3.1. Teichmu¨ller space and moduli space of Riemann surfaces (top stratum). We start with
the Teichmu¨ller space for genus g Riemann surfaces with n-marked points which play a central
role in the description of moduli space of Riemann surfaces.
Denote by Σg,n a genus g smooth oriented compact surface Σ with ordered n-marked points
{p1, p2, · · · , pn}. Given a genus g compact Riemann surface with n-marked points
(C, {x1, x2, · · · , xn}),
a Teichmu¨ller structure on (C, {x1, x2, · · · , xn}) is the datum of the isotopy class [f ] of an
orientation preserving diffeomorphism
f : (C, {x1, x2, · · · , xn}) −→ Σg,n = (Σ, {p1, p2, · · · , pn}),
where the allowable isotopies are those which map xi to pi for each i = 1, 2, · · · , n. Two genus
g compact Riemann surfaces with Teichmu¨ller structures
(C, {x1, x2, · · · , xn}; [f ]) and (C ′, {x′1, x′2, · · · , x′n}; [f ′])
are called isomorphic if there is an isomorphism (a biholomorphism preserving the ordered
n-marked points)
φ : (C, {x1, x2, · · · , xn}) −→ (C
′, {x′1, x
′
2, · · · , x
′
n})
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such that [f ′ ◦ φ] = [f ]. The Teichmu¨ller space Tg,n of Σg,n is the set of isomorphism classes of
genus g, n-marked compact Riemann surface with Teichmu¨ller structures. Any orientation pre-
serving diffeomorphism between two genus g smooth oriented compact surfaces with n-marked
points induces a canonical identification between their Teichmu¨ller spaces. This justifies the
simplified notation Tg,n.
Let Diff(Σg,n) be the subgroup of orientation-preserving diffeomorphism group Diff(Σ)
that fix the n marked point andDiff 0(Σg,n) be the identity component ofDiff(Σg,n). The map-
ping class group of Σg,n, denoted by Modg,n, is the group of all isotopy classes of orientation-
preserving diffeomorphisms of Σg,n, that is,
Modg,n = Diff(Σg,n)/Diff0(Σg,n).
The mapping class group acts naturally on Tg,n given by
[γ] ·
[
C, {x1, x2, · · · , xn}; [f ]
]
=
[
C, {x1, x2, · · · , xn}; [γ ◦ f ]
]
.
The quotient space of Tg,n by Modg,n is the moduli space Mg,n of genus g Riemann surfaces
with n-marked points, this follows from the identifications
• Tg,n = J (Σ)/Diff0(Σg,n) =
(
J (Σ)× (Σn\∆)
)
/Diff0(Σ),
• Mg,n = J (Σ)/Diff(Σg,n) =
(
J (Σ)× (Σn\∆)
)
/Diff(Σ).
Here J (Σ) is the space of complex structure on Σ, and ∆ is the big diagonal so that Σn\∆ is
the sub-manifold of Σn consisting of n-distinct points of Σ.
In [12] and [30], it was showed that
Diff 0(Σ) // T (Σ)× (Σn\∆)

Tg,n
is a principal fiber bundle. The associated fiber bundle
πg,n :
(
J (Σ)× (Σn\∆)
)
×Diff0(Σ) Σ −→ Tg,n
for the action of Diff0(Σ) on Σ is a fiber bundle with fibers diffeomorphic to Σ and having
n distinguished (disjoint) sections. This fiber bundle is the universal curve of genus g with n
marked points, will be simply denoted by
Cg,n
πg,n

Tg,n
σi, i=1,2,··· ,n.
XX
The mapping class group Modg,n acts on Tg,n as a properly discontinuous group of holomor-
phic transformations. This action defines an orbifold structure on Mg,n. In terms of proper e´tale
groupoids, this orbifold structure is defined by the action groupoid
Tg,n ⋊Modg,n ⇒ Tg,n.
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In general, given a family of genus g, n-marked Riemann surfaces π : C → B, there is a
canonical construction to get a proper e´tale Lie groupoid whose unit space is B. When B is
the Teichmu¨ller space Tg,n, then the resultant groupoid is exactly the above action groupoid. As
this construction is very useful in practics. We devote the next subsection to this construction.
3.2. Canonical construction of proper ’etale groupoids. Consider a smooth family of genus
g, n-marked Riemann surface
C
π

B
σi, i=1,2,··· ,n.
[[
consisting a smooth fiber bundle π : C → B and n-disjoint sections σi, i = 1, 2, · · · , n. Denote
by
(Cb = π
−1(b), {σ1(b), · · · , σn(b)}, [fb])
the genus g n-marked Riemann surface with Teichmu¨ller structure for each b ∈ B. We can
construct a proper e´tale Lie groupoid
B = (G1 ⇒ G0) = (G1, G0, s, t,m, u, i)
where G0 = B, and G1 consists of triples
(b1, ψ, b2),
for b1, b2 ∈ B and
ψ ∈ Isom
(
(Cb2 , {σ1(b2), · · · , σn(b2)}), (Cb1, {σ1(b1), · · · , σn(b1)})
)
.
The source and tail map (s, t) are given by the obvious projections
s(b1, ψ, b2) = b2, t(b1, ψ, b2) = b1.
For any composable pair
(b1, ψ, b2) and (b2, φ, b3),
the groupoid multiplication is defined
m((b1, ψ, b2), (b2, φ, b3)) = (b1, ψ, b2) · (b2, φ, b3) = (b1, ψ ◦ φ, b3).
The inverse map i and the unit map u are given by
i(b1, ψ, b2) = (b2, ψ
−1, b1) and u(b) = (b, Id, b)
respectively. To be consistent with our notations, we denote this groupoid by
(3.1) B = (AC(B)⇒ B).
Here AC(B) denote the space of arrows among B that are generated from the family C.
Similarly, we can get a proper e´tale Lie groupoid for the family C → B
C = (AC(C)⇒ C).
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HereAC(C) is a fibration overA(C): the fiber over (b1, ψ, b2) consists of triple (x1, ψ, x2) where
x1 ∈ π−1(b1) and x2 = ψ(x1). There is a groupoid fibration,
AC(C)

π1 // AC(B)

C
π0
// B.
We remark that C is the action groupoid associated to the canonical action of AC(B) on C.
Applying this construction to the universal family Cg,n → Tg,n, we have the groupoid for
Mg,n, i.e,
Mg,n = (ACg,n(Tg,n))⇒ Tg,n).
In fact, one can show that
ACg,n(Tg,n) ∼= Tg,n ⋊Modg,n
Then we also have a universal family
Cg,n = (ACg,n(Cg,n)⇒ Cg,n),
where ACg,n(Cg,n) ∼= Cg,n ⋊Modg,n.
Remark 3.1. Given a smooth family π : C → B, we can certainly have a map B → |Mg,n| or a
map |B| → |Mg,n|. However we usually do not have a smooth map from B to Tg,n, hence, the
strict morphism between B and Mg,n. Instead, we have a generalised morphism
B //❴❴❴ Mg,n,
in the sense of Remark 2.23. We briefly review this construction. Let b be any point in B then
there exists a small neighborhood Ub of b so that we have a morphism of families
C|Ub
π

Φb // Cg,n
πg,n

Ub
φb // Tg,n.
(3.2)
Let
B′ =
⊔
b∈B
Ub, C
′ =
⊔
b∈B
C|Ub .
Apply the above canonical groupoid construction to the family C′ → B′, we get a proper e´tale
Lie groupoid
B
′ = (AC′(B
′)⇒ B′).
It is easy to see that the following diagram
AC′(B
′)

π1 // AC(B)

B′
π0
// B
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define a strong equivalence of Lie groupoids. A strict morphism
B
′ −→ Mg,n
can be obtained from the morphism of families in (3.2).
3.3. Moduli space of stable curves.
The moduli space Mg,n is not compact. It was shown in [10] [20] that Mg,n can be compact-
ified by adding certain genus g curves with n-marked points and nodal points. This compactifi-
cation is called the Deligne-Mumford compactification.
Definition 3.2. A stable curve C with n-marked points x1, x2, · · · , xn is a connected compact
complex algebraic curve satisfying the following conditions.
(1) The only non-smooth points are nodal points, locally modelled on the origin in
{(z1, z2) ∈ C
2|z1z2 = 0}.
(2) The marked points are distinct smooth points.
(3) The automorphism group of (C, {x1, x2, · · · , xn}) is a finite group.
Remark 3.3. In order to better understand the definition of stable curves, a few remarks are
needed.
(1) Topologically, the neighbourhood of a nodal point is homeomorphic to a union of two
discs with their centers identified. So removing a nodal point locally gives rise to two
discs with their centers deleted.
(2) A nodal point can be smoothened by replacing two discs with joint centres by a cylinder.
If all nodal points in a stable curve C are smoothened, then the resulting surface is
connected. The genus of the resulting surface is called the genus of a stable curve C.
(3) A nodal point is normalized if two discs with joint centres are replaced by disjoint
discs. The normalization of a stable curve C is the smooth curve obtained from C
by normalizing all its nodal points, equivalently, the normalization of a stable curve C
with the finite set τ of nodal points is a compact smooth Riemann surface Σ =
⊔
v Σv
together with a map
f : Σ→ C
such that
(i) f : Σ\f−1(τ) −→ C\τ is biholomorphic.
(ii) For each nodal point z ∈ τ , f−1(z) consists of two point.
Let Σ =
⊔
v Σv be the normalization of a stable curve C. The image of Σv under f will
be called an irreducible component of C. Each component Σv is a smooth Riemann
surface with special points consisting of ordered marked points
Σv ∩ f
−1({x1, x2, · · · , xn})
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and unordered marked points (preimages of the nodes on Σv). The number of special
points on Σv is denoted by mv. Then
|Aut(C, {x1, x2, · · · , xn})| <∞
if and only if
2gv − 2 +mv > 0,
for each component Σv of Σ, where gv is the genus of Σv . Note that there is a short
exact sequence of automorphism groups
1→
∏
v
Aut(Σv,mv) −→ Aut(C, {x1, x2, · · · , xn}) −→ Aut(Γ)→ 1,
where Aut(Γ) is the automorphism group of the weighted dual graph Γ of C, and
Aut(Σv,mv) is the subgroup of the automorphism of Σ fixing the marked points and
the set of unordered marked points.
Definition 3.4. The coarse moduli space M g,n is the space of isomorphism classes of genus
g stable curves with n-marked points. It is the result of Deligne-Mumford-Knudsen that this
space is compact and will be called the Deligne-Mumford-Knudsen compactification of the
coarse moduli space Mg,n, denoted by M g,n.
Remark 3.5. In fact, it is now well-known that Mg,n has a compact complex orbifold structure.
We shall denote the resulting orbifold by Mg,n. The proof of this fact requires a construction of
(local) universal curves overM g,n, see [10] [20] and [30]. In the remaining part of this paper, we
instead apply the gluing principle developed in Section 2 to provide an orbifold atlas on M g,n.
The main analysis is to show that M g,n admits a good orbifold gluing atlas as in Definition 2.21.
Note that Fukaya and Ono outlined a differential geometric way to endow M g,n with a complex
orbifold atlas in [15]. What we have done below in some sense is to provide a complete detailed
gluing theory for Mg,n as outline in [15].
Considering a genus g stable curve C with n-marked points, its topological types is classified
by the weighted dual graph which we now review.
Definition 3.6. A weighted dual graph Γ is a connected graph together with the assignment
of a nonnegative integer weight to each vertex, denoted by
(V (Γ), E(Γ), T (Γ), g : V (Γ)→ Z≥0, ℓ : T (Γ)→ {1, 2, · · · , n})
where
• V (Γ) is a finite nonempty set of vertices with a weighted function g : V (Γ) → Z≥0
assigning a nonnegative integer gv to each vertex v.
• E(Γ) is a finite set of edges.
• T (Γ) is a finite set of n-labelled tails with a partition indexed by V (Γ), that is, T (Γ) =⊔
v∈V (Γ) Tv and the labelling is given by a bijiective map: ℓ : T (Γ)→ {1, 2, · · · , n}.
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The genus of a weighted dual graph Γ is defined to be
g(Γ) =
∑
v∈V (Γ)
gv + b1(Γ)
where b1(Γ) is the first Betti number of the graph Γ. A graph Γ is called stable if for every
v ∈ V (Γ),
2− 2gv −mv < 0(3.3)
where mv denotes the valence of Γ at v, the sum of the number of legs attached to v (cf. Remark
3.7).
Remark 3.7. An edge consists of two half-edges. By a leg of Γ we mean either a tail or a
half-edge.
Two weighted stable genus g dual graph with n-labelled tails Γ1 and Γ2 are called isomor-
phic if there exists a bijection between their vertices, edges and tails respecting all the relevant
structure. Denote by Sg,n the set of isomorphism classes of weighted stable genus g dual graph
with n-labelled tails. For a weighted graph Γ we denote the class by [Γ].
Let Γ be such a weighted dual graph. For any edge e ∈ E(Γ) we may contract the edge e
to get a new weighted graph Γ′: V (Γ′) and E(Γ′) are defined in an obvious way; the weight of
new vertex is defined such that the genus of Γ′ is still g. Then it is easy to see that Γ′ is still a
stable graph. We may also contract several edges simultaneously. Let D ⊂ E(Γ) be a subset of
edges, then the graph after contracting edges in D is denoted by CtrD(Γ).
Given [Γ1], [Γ2] ∈ Sg,n, we say that [Γ1] ≺ [Γ2] if and only if there exist representatives Γ1
and Γ2 for [Γ1] and [Γ2] respectively, such that Γ2 is obtained from a contraction of Γ1 along a
subset of E(Γ1). The following lemma is a well known result and we skip the proof.
Lemma 3.8. (Sg,n,≺) is a partially ordered finite set with a unique top element given by a
weighted dual graph Γ with no edges and only one vertex of weight g and n-labelled tails.
Given a genus g stable curve C with n-marked points
(C, {x1, x2, · · · , xn}),
we can associate it a weighted dual graph Γ as follows. There is a vertex for each irreducible
component of C with its weight given by the genus of the component, and its legs labelled
by the marked points on the component, and there is an edge between a pair (not necessarily
different) of vertices for each nodal point between their components. One can check that Γ is a
stable weighted dual graph of genus g with n-labelled legs.
Given a weighted dual graph Γ ∈ Sg,n with 2g − 2 + n > 0, denote by MΓ be the set
of isomorphism classes of genus g stable curve C with n-marked points whose weighted dual
graph is Γ. If Γ1 ∼= Γ2, then MΓ1 ∼= MΓ2 set theoretically. Let M[Γ] be the set of isomorphism
classes of genus g stable curve C with n-marked points whose weighted dual graph Γ belongs
to the class [Γ].
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The following proposition is well-known. We include the proof for the convenience of read-
ers.
Proposition 3.9. The coarse moduli space Mg,n has an orbifold stratified structure
Mg,n =
⊔
[Γ]∈Sg,n
M[Γ]
with respect to (Sg,n,≺).
Proof. The coarse moduli space M g,n is a compact Hausdorff topological space. This can be
proved without resorting to the algebraic geometry machinery as in [2]. One can extend the
the Fenchel Nielsen coordinates to M g,n to show that M g,n is a compact Hausdorff topological
space. See for example in [32] and [13]. In [30], a pure differential geometry proof of this result
is provided.
Next we show that each stratum M[Γ] is a smooth orbifold. Fix a representative Γ in the
isomorphism class [Γ] ∈ Sg,n. The normalisation of Γ is the new weighted graph
Γ˜ =
⊔
v∈V (Γ)
Γv
obtained by severing all the edges in Γ, where each connected component Γv has only one
vertex {v} of genus gv with pv ordered tails and qv half-edges attached to the vertex v. Note
that pv + qv = val(v), the valence of Γ at v.
Denote by Tgv,(pv,qv) the Teichmu¨ller space of Riemann surface of genus gv with pv ordered
marked points associated to tails, and qv unordered marked points associated to half-edges. Note
that ∑
v∈V (Γ)
pv = n,
∑
v∈V (Γ)
qv = 2#E(Γ).
On the set of those unordered marked points for all v ∈ V (Γ), there is a pairing relation defined
by E(Γ). Define
TΓ˜ =
∏
v∈V (Γ)
Tgv,(pv,qv),
then there is a universal family of curves
CΓ˜
πΓ˜

TΓ˜
σi, i=1,2,··· ,n
ee
{s±e |e∈E(Γ)}
99(3.4)
whose fiber at ([Cv, {x1, · · · , xpv}, {y1, · · · , yqv}, [fv]])v∈V (Γ) is the disjoint union of Riemann
surfaces ⊔
v∈V (Γ)
(Cv, {x1, · · · , xpv}, {y1, · · · , yqv}).
Here the set of sections {σi, i = 1, 2, · · · , n} is defined by ordered marked points⊔
v∈V (Γ)
{x1, · · · , xpv},
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and the set of sections {s±e |e ∈ E(Γ)} is defined by paired unordered marked points⊔
v∈V (Γ)
{y1, · · · , yqv}.
On the universal family (3.4), an isomorphism between two fiber curves
f :
⊔
v∈V (Γ)
(Cv, {x1, · · · , xpv}, {y1, · · · , yqv}) −→
⊔
v∈V (Γ)
(C ′v, {x
′
1, · · · , x
′
pv
}, {y′1, · · · , y
′
qv
})
means an isomorphism f :
⊔
v∈V (Γ) Cv → f :
⊔
v∈V (Γ) C
′
v which preserves the ordered marked
points
f :
⊔
v∈V (Γ)
{x1, · · · , xpv} −→
⊔
v∈V (Γ)
{x′1, · · · , x
′
pv
}
and preserves the paired sets
⊔
v∈V (Γ){y1, · · · , yqv} and
⊔
v∈V (Γ){y
′
1, · · · , y
′
qv
}.
By identifying s+e and s−e in CΓ˜ we have a new family of nodal curves CΓ. Set TΓ = TΓ˜. Then
we have a universal family
CΓ
πΓ˜

TΓ
σi, i=1,2,··· ,n
ff
{se|e∈E(Γ)}
99 .(3.5)
Applying the groupoid construction in §3.2, there is a canonical proper e´tale groupoid
M[Γ] = (ACΓ(TΓ)⇒ TΓ)
associated to the universal family (3.5). The orbit space of M[Γ] is M[Γ], the set of isomorphism
classes of genus g stable curve C with n-marked points whose weighted dual graph is Γ.
Further it is known that the closure of M[Γ] in the coarse moduli space Mg,n is given by
M [Γ] =
⊔
[Γ′][Γ],[Γ′]∈Sg,n
M[Γ′].
This says that M g,n is an orbifold stratified space. 
Remark 3.10. Associated to the universal family CΓ → TΓ. We have a proper e´tale Lie groupoid
description for the universal curve CΓ
C[Γ] = (ACΓ(CΓ)⇒ CΓ)
There is a natural submersion C[Γ] → M[Γ].
Remark 3.11. Let M1 ⇒ M0 be the disjoint of the proper e´tale Lie groupoids over Sg,n. Then
there is no sensible toplogy of M0 ad M0 such that M1 ⇒ M0 is a topological groupoid.
Hence, this does not fit with our assumption in §2.3. However, we shall explain how the notion
of good orbifold atlases can still be found following the remarks at the end of Section 2.
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4. HOROCYCLE STRUCTURES ASSOCIATED TO MARKED OR NODAL POINTS
In this section, we introduce a notion of horocycle structures and show that each stratum in
Mg,n, there exists a smooth family of horocycle structures in the orbifold sense.
Let (C, {p1, · · · , pn}) be a Riemann surface of genus g and n-marked points. Equivalently,
we may consider the punctured surface of C with marked points removed.
C∗ = C \ {p1, . . . , pn}.
When C∗ is of negative Euler characteristic , C∗ has a complete hyperbolic metric ρ (a complete
metric of constant curvature −1) under which its punctures become cusps of the hyperbolic
metric. Locally, the geometry of these cusps can be described by applying the uniformization
theorem to C at a puncture p as follows ( see [34]).
Let H = {ζ = x+ iy|y > 0} be the half upper surface with the Poincare metric
ρo(ζ) =
1
(Im(ζ))2
dζdζ¯.
Let
D =
{ζ ∈ H|Im(ζ) ≥ 1}
ζ ∼ ζ + 1
be a cylinder, and ρo induces a metric on D, which is still denoted by ρo.
An interesting result is that for any punctured point pi there exists a neighborhood Ui of pi in
C such that
(Ui, ρ) ∼= (D, ρo),
moreover, all Ui’s are disjoint with each other. Hence, we fix an identification
ζi : Ui → D.
Let zi = e2πiζi . Then zi is a local complex coordinate on Ui with zi(pi) = 0 and
Ui = {zi| ln |zi| < −2π}.
For any c ∈ (0, e−2π), the circle |zi| = c is called a closed horocycle at pi with hyperbolic length
ℓ(c) = −2π/ log c. We call (Ui, zi) a horodisc of pi. We define a metric yican on TpiC such that
(4.1) yican(
∂
∂zi
,
∂
∂zi
) = 1.
The canonical horodisc of C at p of radius δ is defined to be
Dδp = {x ∈ C||z(x)| < δ}
for δ ≤ e−2π . Denote by
TpC(δ) = {z ∈ TpC||z|ycan < δ}.
Under the canonical complex coordinate z near p, z induces a canonical biholomorphic map
z : Dδp −→ TpC(δ).
We denote the inverse map by the horo-map:
hor : TpC(δ)→ C.
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We call the triple (ycan, δ, hor) the canonical horocycle structure at p.
Definition 4.1. Let C be a genus g stable curve with n-marked points {p1, · · · , pn} and nodal
points. Let π : C˜ → C be its normalization. If p is a marked point, a horocycle structure on
C at p is a metric y on TpC with a holomorphic embedding
h : TpC(δ) −→ C
for some small δ such that h(0) = p and (dh)0 is the identity operator. We denote the horocycle
structure by the triple (y, δ, h). The local inverse map of h is called the horo-coordinate as-
sociated to the horocycle structure at p. If p is a nodal point, a horocycle structure on C at p is
given by a pair of metrics y±, a pair of small constants δ± and a pair of maps
h± = π ◦ hp± : Tp±C˜(δ
±) −→ C˜ −→ C,
where (y±, δ±, h±) are the horocycle structures on C˜ at p± = π−1(p).
Remark 4.2. Given a genus g stable curve C with n-marked points {p1, · · · , pn} and nodal
points, then (ycan, e−2π, hor) constructed above defines a horocycle structure at each marked
point and each nodal point. We refer it as a canonical horocycle structure. A general horocycle
structure on C in Definition 4.1 differs from this canonical one by a small perturbation. All
these horodiscs provided by a horocycle structure are mutually disjoint by taking a fixed small
radius δ.
The following lemma is obvious from the definition of horocycle structure.
Lemma 4.3. Let (y0, δ0, h0) and (y1, δ1, h1) be two horocycle structures on C at point p, then
there exists a small constant δ < min(δ0, δ1) such that
((1− t)y0 + ty1, δ, (1− t)h0 + th1)
defines a family of horocycle structures at p for t ∈ [0, 1]. Here, we use the canonical horocycle
coordinate at the neighborhood of p.
Fix a choice function on Sg,n such that each [Γ] ∈ Sg,n is represented by a weighted dual
graph Γ. Let Γ˜ be the normalization of Γ, obtained by severing all the edges in Γ. The proper
e´tale Lie groupoid M[Γ] for M[Γ] is obtained by the universal family (3.5) of stable curve of
the weighted dual graph given by Γ by the canonical construction in Section 3.2. Recall that
this universal family is obtained from the universal family (3.4). Note that the universal family
CΓ → TΓ comes with sections
{σi, se|i = 1, · · · , n, e ∈ E(Γ)}
defined by marked points and nodal points. Let C∗Γ be the family of punctured Riemann surfaces,
given by CΓ with all these sections removed. Then there exists a Euclidean metric on the vertical
tangent bundle T vC∗Γ of πˆ : C∗Γ → TΓ such that the restriction of this metric on each fiber
πˆ−1(b) is the canonical hyperbolic metric. Moreover, this smooth family of hyperbolic metrics
is invariant under the action of the proper e´tale Lie groupoid M[Γ] .
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Let Li be the complex line over TΓ defined by the pull-back of T vCΓ˜ by the section σi for
i = 1, · · · , n, and L±e be the pair of complex line over TΓ defined by the pull-back of T vCΓ˜ by
the section s±e for e ∈ E(Γ). Here T vCΓ˜ is the vertical tangent bundle of the universal family
(3.4). The next proposition implies that there is a smooth family of horocycle structures at each
of marked or nodal points of the universal family CΓ → TΓ.
Proposition 4.4. The line bundles {Li, L+e , L−e } are complex line bundles over the proper e´tale
Lie groupoid M[Γ], and will be denoted by Li, L+e and L−e accordingly. Let L be one of complex
line bundles in {Li, L±e |i = 1, · · · , n, e ∈ E(Γ)}. There exist a canonical metric on L defined by
the smooth family of hyperbolic metrics on T vC∗Γ. Moreover, for any δ ∈ (0, e−2π), the canonical
horo-coordinate associated to these hyperbolic metrics defines a smooth strict morphism
horcan : L(δ) −→ CΓ.
Proof. The only nontrivial part is the smoothness of hor. This follows from Lemma 1.1 (iv)
in [35]) and the invariance of the hyperbolic metrics under the action of the proper e´tale Lie
groupoid M[Γ]. 
5. GLUING DATA AND GOOD ORBIFOLD GLUING STRUCTURES FOR MODULI SPACES OF
STABLE CURVES
With these preparations in Sections 4 and 5, we come to the construction of good orbifold
structures for the orbfiold stratified space
M g,n =
⊔
[Γ]∈Sg,k
M[Γ]
with a choice function on Sg,n, and the canonical proper e´tale Lie groupoid M[Γ] for M[Γ].
We start with the orbifold gluing bundle overGl[Γ] → M[Γ]. Define the orbifold gluing bundle
to be
GL
[Γ] =
⊕
e∈E(Γ)
L
+
e ⊗ L
−
e −→ M[Γ],
where L±e is defined in Proposition 4.4. We remark, this bundle, as a proper e´tale Lie groupoid
can be identified with the canonical groupoid associated to M[Γ]-action on the complex vector
bundle
GL[Γ] =
⊕
e∈E(Γ)
L+e ⊗ L
−
e −→ TΓ,
as described in Section 3.2.
Given any [Γ′] ≺ [Γ], let E([Γ], [Γ′]) be the collection of subsets of E(Γ) such that the con-
traction of Γ along each element in E([Γ], [Γ′]) is isomorphic to Γ′. Set
GL
[Γ]
[Γ′] =
⊔
I∈E([Γ],[Γ′])
∏
e∈I
(
L
+
e ⊗ L
−
e
)×
,
where (L+e ⊗ L−e )
x is the C×-bundle obtained from L+e ⊗ L−e with the zero section removed.
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Lemma 5.1. Denote by S [Γ] the partially ordered set S [Γ] = {[Γ′] ∈ Sg,n|[Γ′]  [Γ]}. There
exists a canonical linear stratification on GL[Γ] with respect to S [Γ]
GL
[Γ] =
⊔
[Γ′]∈S [Γ]
GL
[Γ]
[Γ′]
so that GL[Γ] is an orbifold gluing bundle with a canonical metric (Cf. Condition A’).
Proof. Notice that the power set
2E(Γ) =
⊔
[Γ′]∈S [Γ]
E([Γ], [Γ′])
and all elements in E([Γ], [Γ′]) have the same cardinality. The proof of this lemma is straight-
forward. 
Next we describe the orbifold gluing datum for the orbifold gluing bundle GL[Γ] over any open
full subgroupoid U[Γ] of M[Γ]. We remark that we only need to show the stratum-wise gluing
map φ[Γ][Γ′] being generalised isomorphism. We review how the standard grafting construction can
be performed using the smooth family of horocycle structures on the universal family CΓ → TΓ.
By Proposition 4.4, we assume that the family of horocycle structures along the fiber of CΓ is
invariant under the action of M[Γ].
Let η be a point in TΓ represented by a nodal curve Cη in CΓ, whose normalization at a nodal
point pe for e ∈ E(Γ) is
(C±, pe±).
Using the horocycle structure of Cη at the nodal point p, for δ ∈ (0, e−2π), we have two holo-
morphic maps
h± : Tp
e±
C±(δ) −→ C±
such that h±(0) = pe± and the differentials dh± at 0 are the identity maps. These provide
complex local coordinates at pe+ and pe− of C+ and C− respectively, denoted by z and w.
Suppose that Cη is decomposed to be two parts
Coutη = C\ ({x ∈ C||z(x)| ≤ δ} ∪ {y ∈ C||w(y)| ≤ δ})
and
C inη = ({x ∈ C||z(x)| ≤ δ} ∪ {y ∈ C||w(y)| ≤ δ}) .
The gluing construction with respect to a horocycle structure h± on C is given as the following.
Let t ∈ Tp
e+
C+ ⊗ Tp
e−
C− such that 0 < |t| < δ2. Define
C∗η,t = C\
(
{x ∈ C||z(x)| ≤
|t|
δ
} ∪ {y ∈ C||w(y)| ≤
|t|
δ
}
)
.
Then Cη,t = C∗η,t/ ∼ where x ∼ y in C∗η,t if and only if
|t|
δ
< |z(x)| < δ,
|t|
δ
< |w(y)| < δ and z(x)w(y) = t.(5.1)
Then for t 6= 0, Cη,t is a smooth Riemann surface with the weight dual graph given by the
contraction of Γ at e ∈ E(Γ).
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Given I ∈ E([Γ], [Γ′]), we can perform the above grafting construction on Cη simultaneously
for e ∈ I . Suppose I = {e1, · · · , ek} ∈ EΓ,[Γ′]. Let η ∈ TΓ and Cη be the representing curve.
For ei let yi ∈ Cη be the corresponding nodal point and suppose that horodiscs associated to e±i
are |zi| < δ and |wi| < δ respectively. Denote
~t = (t1, t2, · · · , tk) ∈
∏
e∈I
(L+e ⊗ L
−
e )
×
η .
Then for any ǫ < δ2 and |ti| < ǫ we have
C∗
η,~t
= Cη\
(
k⊔
i=1
{x ∈ Cη||zi(x)| ≤
|ti|
δ
} ∪ {y ∈ Cη||wi(y)| ≤
|ti|
δ
}
)
.(5.2)
Then the grafting construction defines a nodal curve Cη,~t = C∗η,~t/ ∼ where x ∼ y in C
∗
η,~t
if and
only if for some i
|ti|
δ
< |zi(x)| < δ,
|ti|
δ
< |wi(y)| < δ and zi(x)wi(y) = ti.
Therefore, we get a smooth family of nodal curve of type [Γ′] parametrised by ~t in the fiber of
GL
[Γ]
[Γ′](ǫ) =
⊔
I∈E([Γ],[Γ′])
∏
e∈I
(L+e ⊗ L
−
e )
×(ǫ)
at η for a sufficiently small ǫ. This grafting construction can also be performed in a small
neighbourhood Uη of η in TΓ with respect a smooth family of horocycle structure at the section
se of CΓ over Uη. Note this family of nodal curves is completely determined by the family
of horocycle structures on the universal family over Uη. Denote the resulting family of nodal
curves by
CUη ,Γ′,ǫ −→ GL
[Γ]
[Γ′]|Uη(ǫ)
which has the topological type [Γ′] ∈ Sg,n. From the grafting construction, we know that this
family of nodal curves is a trivial family away from the grafting regions.
Note that Uη can be chosen such that is invariant under the action of M[Γ] on TΓ. By the
invariance of horocycle structures under the action of M[Γ], for a sufficiently small ǫ, we get a
generalised morphism
φ
[Γ]
[Γ′] : GL
[Γ]
[Γ′](ǫ)|Uη
//❴❴❴ M[Γ′](5.3)
using the canonical construction of proper e´tale Lie groupoid in Section 3.2. Here Uη is the open
full subgroupoid of M[Γ] associated to Uη. By Theorem A in [33], we know that this generalised
morphism is a generalised isomorphism onto its image using the real analytic coordinate func-
tions on TΓ′ from the gluing parameters in GL[Γ][Γ′](ǫ)|Uη .
. In particular, given a proper open full subgroupoid UΓ of M[Γ], there is an orbifold gluing
map
φ
[Γ]
[Γ′] : GL
[Γ]
[Γ′](ǫ)|UΓ
//❴❴❴ M[Γ′],(5.4)
which is a generalized isomorphism onto its image (see Remark 2.23).
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Proposition 5.2 (Verification of Condition B’). Given a proper open full subgroupoid UΓ of
M[Γ], let D = D([Γ], [Γ′], ǫ) and R = R([Γ], [Γ′], ǫ) be the domain and the image of the gluing
map φ[Γ][Γ′] in (5.4). There exists a stratified bundle map
Φ
[Γ]
[Γ′] : N(GL
[Γ]
[Γ′])|D
//❴❴❴ GL[Γ
′]|R(5.5)
in the sense of generalised morphism, such that the following diagram commutes
N(Gl
[Γ]
[Γ′])|D
Φ
[Γ]
[Γ′]
//❴❴❴❴❴❴

Gl
[Γ′]

D
φ
[Γ]
[Γ′]
//❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴ M[Γ′].
Moreover, Φ[Γ][Γ′] is a stratified bundle isomorphism onto its image Gl[Γ
′]|R in the sense of gener-
alised isomorphism.
Proof. From the above construction, we know that we cover U by a collection of full sub-
groupoids of the form Uη for some η ∈ TΓ. Then by the definition of generalised morphisms
and generalised isomorphisms, we only need to prove the proposition for D and R being the
domain and the image of the gluing map φ[Γ][Γ′] in (5.3). From the grafting construction, we have
a smooth family nodal curves of topological type Γ′, denoted by
C(Uη, [Γ
′], ǫ)→ D(Uη, [Γ
′], ǫ) := GL
[Γ]
[Γ′](ǫ)|Uη .
Hence, there is a strict morphism Ψ[Γ][Γ′] : C(Uη, [Γ′], ǫ) → C[Γ′] (the universal family over MΓ′)
such that the following diagram commutes
C(Uη, [Γ
′], ǫ)
Ψ
[Γ]
[Γ′]
//❴❴❴❴❴❴❴

CΓ′

D(Uη, [Γ
′], ǫ)
φ
[Γ]
[Γ′]
//❴❴❴❴❴❴ M[Γ′],
(5.6)
which preserves marked and nodal points. Note that C(Uη, [Γ′], ǫ) → D is a trivial fibration
away from the gluing region. From the definitions of the normal bundle N(Gl[Γ][Γ′]) and the
gluing bundle Gl[Γ′], we know that there is a stratified bundle map Φ[Γ][Γ′] such that the diagram
in Proposition commutes. It is clear that Φ[Γ][Γ′] is a stratified bundle isomorphism onto its image.

Let the gluing map
φ[Γ] : Gl[Γ](ǫ)|U[Γ] =
⊔
[Γ′]∈S[Γ]
Gl
[Γ]
[Γ′](ǫ)|U[Γ]
//❴❴❴
⊔
[Γ′]∈S[Γ]
M[Γ′]
be the union of φΓΓ′ for [Γ′] ∈ S[Γ]. Hence, we get an orbifold gluing datum
(U[Γ], y
[Γ], ǫ, φ[Γ], {Φ[Γ][Γ′]})
for any proper subgroupoid U[Γ] in the sense of comments following Remark 2.23.
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Remark 5.3. Suppose Γ′ is obtained from Γ by the contraction along I ∈ E([Γ], [Γ′]). As the
family C(Uη, [Γ′], ǫ) → D(Uη, [Γ′], ǫ) is trivial away from the grafting regions. For any edge e
in the compliment of I in E(Γ), the grafting construction carries the horocycle structure along
the universal curves over Uη at se to
C(Uη, [Γ
′], ǫ)→ D(Uη, [Γ
′], ǫ).
Hence, by the commutative diagram (5.6) and local isomorphism of Ψ[Γ][Γ′], we get a smooth
family of horocycle structure at the section se along the that over the image of the orbifold
gluing map φ[Γ][Γ′]. We emphasize that this horocycle structure is different from the canonical
horocycle structure induced from CΓ′ . From the convexity property of horocycle structures (Cf.
Lemma 4.3, we know that any convex combination of these two horocycle structure provides a
family of horocycle structure on the universal curves over the image of the orbifold gluing map
φ
[Γ]
[Γ′]. We remark that this obversation is vital in obtaining the inward-extendibility condition for
the existence of good orbifold gluing structures.
Notice that the only non-trivial issue for the existence of good orbifold gluing structures as
specified by Definition 2.21 is the inward-extendibility condition. We proceed to this final issue.
Let U1 ⊂⊂ U2 be a pair of boundary-type open full subgroupoids of M[Γ]. Suppose that we
have an orbifold gluing datum
A = (U2, y, ǫ, φ
[Γ], {Φ[Γ][Γ′]})
defined with respect to a family of horocycle structures (y, δ, h) on the universal curve over U2
associated to each e ∈ E(Γ). Let (y˜, δ˜, h˜) be another horocycle structures on MΓ (for example,
the canonical horocycle structures induced from hyperbolic metrics or induced from the gluing
map). Such horocycle structures induce a gluing datum
A˜ = (U˜, y˜, ǫ˜, φ˜[Γ], {Φ˜[Γ][Γ′]}),
where U˜ can be any proper open full subgroupoid of M[Γ] such that
U˜ ∪ U1 = M[Γ].
We want to sew these two gluing data together. This is equivalent to patch the horocycle struc-
tures. This can be easily done as follows using the convexity property of horocycle structures.
Let β1 and β2 be an orbifold partition of unity subordinated to the cover {U2, U˜} such that
β1 ≡ 1 on U1. Then applying Lemma 4.3, we get a new horocycle structures along the universal
curve over M[Γ], from which we have a new orbifold gluing datum
Â = (M[Γ], yˆ, δˆ, φˆ
[Γ], {Φ[Γ][Γ′]}).
It is easy to see this is an inward-extension of A.
Let GL be the collection of gluing data that given by the grafting construction using horocycle
structures. Then we have proved the following proposition.
Proposition 5.4. GL is a good orbifold gluing structure.
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As a corollary, we have a collection of orbifold gluing data
(5.7) {A[Γ] = (M[Γ], y[Γ], ǫ[Γ], φ[Γ],Φ[Γ])|[Γ] ∈ Sg,n},
which are gluing-compatible.
Following the discussion after Remark 2.23, we have a smooth orbifold structure on the
Deligne-Mumford moduli space M g,n given by the canonical proper e´tale Lie groupoid(
(ACg,n(T g,n))⇒ T g,n
)
using the notation from Section 3.2, where T g,n =
⊔
[Γ]∈Sg,n
GL[Γ](ǫ), and Cg,n =
⊔
[Γ]∈Sg,n
CΓ,ǫ
with CΓ,ǫ being the universal curve overGL[Γ](ǫ) associated to the orbifold gluing datumA[Γ] =
(M[Γ], y
[Γ], ǫ[Γ], φ[Γ],Φ[Γ]) from (5.7).
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